A head phantom prototype to verify subdural electrode localization tools in epilepsy surgery.
When planning epilepsy surgery, the position of subdural electrodes in relation to the cortex is crucial. Electrodes may dislocate after implantation. Neurosurgeons are highly interested in the accuracy of methods that visualize these electrodes. In order to determine the accuracy of an electrode visualization method, we have developed a physical head phantom and evaluated our new method of subdural electrode localization. This method projects automatically segmented electrodes of a preimplantation computed tomography (CT) data set onto the segmented brain surface of a postimplantation magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data set within 2 to 5 min. The phantom consists of a skull, an adipose layer for skin replication, and a deformable brain. It further contains gyri and sulci structures, composed of gelatin and different additives used as phantom material for white matter, gray matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. The phantom allows a well-defined displacement of an "implanted" electrode grid perpendicular to the brain surface. By using the phantom data, we demonstrated that our electrode visualization tool did in fact function accurately. The image contrasts between different phantom materials in MRI and CT phantom data sets were similar to patient data sets. The phantom appears suitable for obtaining a more complex patient data replication, as well as for simulating different deformation scenarios.